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Highlights 
o NF270 exhibits a selectivity between water and alcohol increasing with alcohol size 
o Alcohols’ rejections cannot be modelled by coupling Solution Diffusion and film models 
o Alcohols’ rejections are nicely modelled by coupling Spiegler & Kedem and film 

equations 
o Viscosity & osmotic pressure have an impact on flux contrary to concentration 

polarisation 
o Pore size & membrane thickness increase can compensate leading to a constant resistance 

 

Abstract 

This study aimed at studying the impact of alcohol presence in water/alcohol mixtures on the 
performances of the NF 270 polypiperazine amide nanofiltration membrane (Dow Filmtec). 
Three alcohols of different physico-chemical characteristics were selected: methanol, ethanol 
and isopropanol. NF was achieved for several water/alcohol mixtures of different viscosity (up to 
twice that of water) and dielectric constant, both known to play a role in separation 
performances. In presence of alcohol (up to 23 vol%, 30 vol% and 21 vol% for methanol, 
ethanol and isopropanol, respectively) the flux significantly decreased when compared to that of 
water. This study provides insights in the alcohol transfer mechanisms allowing to select 
Spiegler & Kedem and reject Solution-Diffusion, both coupled with the film theory. Discussion 
highlights how surprisingly the membrane swelling can sometimes have no significant impact on 
the membrane resistance because opposite phenomena can be compensated such as pore radius 
increase simultaneously with membrane thickness increase. 

Keywords: nanofiltration; water/alcohol mixtures; flux; transfer mechanisms; modelling 

 Introduction I.

Nowadays, in biotechnology, cosmetology and pharmacy, the demand increases to develop the 
extraction of bio-molecules, from renewable resources such as plants, seaweed and co-products 
of agro-food industries, aiming at fulfilling the green chemistry recommendations [1, 2]. 
Because, water as extraction solvent is often not efficient enough, the use of organic solvents, 
either pure or in mixture, is generally required. Bio-industry is more and more interested in using 
ethanol that can be itself bio-sourced and thus allows having more sustainable processes together 
with a better quality of the final product. To obtain high added-value extracts from raw materials, 
additional purification and concentration are generally required. Performed at room temperature 
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limiting energy consumption, Nanofiltration becomes an appropriate alternative to conventional 
separation processes such as chromatography, evaporation, crystallization and distillation [3, 4].  

Nanofiltration (NF) has a lot of applications in environment, desalination, food industry, etc.[5]. 
In water media, NF mastering at large industrial scale is a reality and the level of fundamental 
understanding of separations is good. The irreversible thermodynamic approach is often used to 
model transfer of neutral solutes whereas the extended Nernst-Planck equation is used to 
describe that of charged solutes [6, 7]. Organic Solvent Nanofiltration (OSN) is an emerging 
process and has far less industrial applications. Today, OSN can be used in solvent recovery, 
solute enrichment, pharmaceutical purifications, etc. [5, 8-13]. Mastering at large industrial scale 
is more difficult than for aqueous applications because (1) of safety requirements, (2) of the 
rather low level of fundamental understanding of separations, and (3) of the lack of 
commercially available membranes. The sufficiently resistant dense membranes are generally 
made of hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or more hydrophilic polyimide but are often 
not enough selective for a wide application range. The solution diffusion model is often used to 
model transfer in OSN but clearly physico-chemical complex interactions in the membrane-
solute-solvent system have to be taken into account. 

To minimize the organic solvent consumption and simultaneously increase the extraction 
efficiency, the use of water/alcohol mixtures can be developed [3, 14]. Thus, NF in water/ethanol 
achieved in limited amount of ethanol could be interesting at industrial level specially when 
using commercial membranes of aqueous applications. Such hydro-organic NF, bridging 
aqueous NF and OSN could be called “Solvent Tolerant Nanofiltration” (STNF) as very recently 
proposed by Prof. Yvo Vankelecom [15]. STNF appeared as an emerging field for nanofiltration, 
for which only few fundamental knowledge is available. The transfer of neutral and charged 
solutes across NF membranes in water/ethanol mixtures is only sparsely documented and only 
few studies have reported on transfer in hydro-organic media. They concern (i) the transfer of 
hydro-organic binary mixtures through dense polymer membranes or porous ceramic ones [16-
18], (ii) the permeation flux and rejection of various organic solutes in water/ethanol mixtures 
with organic membranes [19-21]. Despite these previous works, to date, the transport/transfer 
mechanisms are not comprehensively understood in water/alcohol mixtures. Together with the 
impact of ethanol presence on the overall viscosity of the filtered media, decreasing all transport 
velocities such as those by convection and diffusion, the modification of the solvent dielectric 
constant might have an impact on the electrostatic interactions and the dissociation of ion pairs. 
Moreover, solvation of solutes and membranes might be modified in presence of ethanol, when 
compared to pure water. Ethanol might induce solute size variation but also physical changes of 
the membrane because of the variation of the mobility of the polymer chains due to the influence 
of the organic solvent inducing for instance the membrane swelling. If this diagnostic is easy to 
do, the effective impact is not easy to accurately imagine and simulate and there is a major 
scientific gap to be fulfilled. Indeed, modulation of transport and transfer mechanisms due to 
ethanol presence could have an impact on both flux and selectivity. The polypiperazine amide 
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membrane, NF 270 provided by Dow Filmtec, is a well-known membrane in water applications. 
It was selected because it is known to have a high cross-linked degree expecting at the limitation 
of the membrane swelling aiming at depicting other effects. Nevertheless, even if the membrane 
is generally described as porous [22-23], can it evolve toward a dense membrane as a 
consequence of swelling? To be able to use classical filtration loop in safe conditions, the ethanol 
amount was voluntary limited to 30 vol% corresponding to 5.13 mol.L-1. However, the increase 
of ethanol amount induced a significant increase of the viscosity that can be up to twice that of 
water (see Supplementary 1, [24-26]). Simultaneously the dielectric constant decreased from 

εr= 80 in pure water to about 63 in 30 vol% ethanol (see Supplementary 2, [27]). In order to de-
couple the role of the viscosity and that of the dielectric constant, NF of water/alcohol binary 
systems of same viscosity was achieved using ethanol, methanol and isopropanol (see 
Supplementary 1 and Supplementary 2 for viscosities and dielectric constants). This paper 
aims at providing a fundamental study of the water/alcohol behaviour in STNF as a first step for 
understanding the impact of this background solvent (BGS) on the transfer of other solutes 
dissolved in the BGS, knowing that a significant separation between water and alcohol cannot be 
expected. 

 Theoretical section II.

II.1.  Calculations for modelling of the alcohol rejections 

Regardless of the membrane structure the rejection is partly controlled by the driving forces in 
the concentration polarization layer and those acting inside the membrane and inducing 
convection, diffusion etc. The transport in the concentration polarization (CP) layer was assumed 
to be based on convection + diffusion and was described with respect to the film theory that must 
further be coupled with another model applied to describe the transfer in the membrane. 
Depending on the membrane structure, either dense or porous, different models might be used to 
explain the alcohol rejection. We have voluntary chosen to a priori test two transfer models that 
are briefly given below. Their selection was motivated by the classical choices made to describe 
transfers in literature dealing with OSN:  

(i) solution diffusion requiring a behaviour similar to that of a dense membrane, knowing 
that we don’t want to assume any given structure for the NF270 membrane in water/alcohol 
mixtures even if it is generally described as a porous membrane in aqueous NF. 

(ii) irreversible thermodynamic based on the Spiegler & Kedem model requiring no 
assumption on the membrane structure. 
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II.1.1. Film model to describe the transport of alcohol in the polarization layer 

If any concentration polarisation occurs, the concentration of the solute at the membrane wall 
(Cm) will increase when compared to its concentration in the bulk (Cb). The relation between the 
two concentrations can be calculated by using the film theory: 

�� − ���� − �� = exp 
	 ��	 � (eq. 1) 

With: 
Cm : solute concentration at the membrane wall 
Jp: permeate volumic flux 
Cp: concentration in the permeate 
Cb: concentration in the retentate 
k: mass transfer coefficient in the concentration polarization layer 
 

k = D/δCP           (eq. 2) 

 
With: 
D: diffusion coefficient of the neutral solute in the polarization layer 
δCP : the thickness of the polarization layer 
 
Consequently, after rearrangement of eq.1 the following equation expressed the relation between 
the observed (or experimental) rejection (Robs) and the real rejection (Rreal): 
 ���������� = 	 ������������ 	exp	(	 ��� )        (eq. 3) 

With: 

�� !" = 	1 −	 ���� (eq. 4) 

�$�% = 	1 −	���� (eq. 5) 

Then after rearrangement the observed rejection can be written according to: 

�$�% = �� !"
(1 − �� !" 	)		exp 
 �� � + �� !" 	  

(eq. 6) 

Thus Cm can be calculated according to: 
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C( = C) 		(1 − R+),)	(1 − R-./0) 																																																																																																																																																									(eq. 7) 
The thickness of the polarization layer (456) can be calculated using different approaches. For 
instance, by using dimensionless numbers [28, 29]. However, the approach privileged here 
consisted in the use of experimental data thanks to the Rexp vs Jp plot. k was obtained by fitting 
experimental data to calculated one using eq. 6. Then, the thickness of the polarization layer can 
be calculated by eq. 2. 

When considering that the transfer inside the membrane was obtained by coupling solution-

diffusion (SD) and film equations (see below) then δSD-F was calculated by eq. 2 substituting k 

by k89�:. Quite similarly, δSK-F was given by coupling Spiegler & Kedem (SK) and film 
equations leading to kSK-F. 

II.1.2. Transfer of alcohol inside the membrane 

II.1.2.1.  Solution Diffusion (SD) model 

This model was initially proposed to describe transfer through dense membranes of aqueous RO 
for which the driving force is the gradient in solute concentration across the membrane thickness 
[30]. The real rejection of a solute can be calculated by the following equation: 

�� !",<= =	 ���� + ><= (eq. 8) 

With:  
Rreal,SD: real rejection (see eq. 4 for definition) deduced from the SD model. 
PSD : solute transfer coefficient in the membrane obtained via the SD model and often called 
solute permeability. The SD subscript refers to the solution-diffusion model. 

In presence of concentration polarisation, the combination of equations of SD and film models 
was achieved as proposed by [31]. By replacing Rreal in the film equation by its expression in SD 
(eq. 8) then eq. 3 evolved in the following one, in which the subscript SD-F refers to the 
combination of solution-diffusion and film models:  

���������� =	6?@AB�� 	 	exp(	 ���?@AB)        (eq. 9) 

Thanks to the "Solver" function of Excel, the two parameters kSD-F and PSD-F were adjusted to fit 
the experimental rejections (Rexp) from their plot versus Jp obtained from the experimental data at 
different pressures (Table 1). Then, the real rejection deduced from this combination 
(�� !",<=�C	) was calculated by eq. 8 in which �� !",<=	 and PSD were substituted by �� !",<=�C 	 
and PSD-F. 
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Table 1:  Parameters required for calculations and deduced by the different models: Solution 
Diffusion + Film (SD-F), Spiegler & Kedem + Film (SK-F), Steric Hindrance pore (SHP)  

Models 

Entry Fitting 
parameters 

(Excel solver)  

Other obtained 
parameters  literature 

data 
experimental 

data 

SD-F - Rexp, Jp  kSD-F, PSD-F 
�� !",<=�C 

�$�%,<=�C 

SK-F  

+ SHP 
D%* Rexp, Jp  kSK-F, PSK-F, σSK-F 

�� !",<E�C,  

�$�%,<E�C 

D�,			∆ GH 
*:D% is the solute radius 

II.1.2.2. Spiegler & Kedem (SK) model 

The Spiegler & Kedem (SK) model based on the irreversible thermodynamic was developed in 
1966 [32]. In this model, the membrane is considered as a black box and no parameter describing 
the membrane structure are required partly explaining why the SK equation has often been used 
in literature to describe the transfer of neutral solutes in aqueous solution particularly in NF. 
Local fluxes, either that of solvent or that of a single solute dissolved in the solvent can be 
independently expressed according to the following equations: 

�� = −	I%$"J KL 		(	dPdx 	− O 		PπPx ) (eq. 10) 

And  

�%$"QL = −>"$R!" 		P�Px +	(1 − O 	)		� 	�%$"J KL  (eq. 11) 

With: 
Jp:  permeate volume flux. In the present study the water/alcohol mixture will be assimilated to a 
background solvent hereafter denoted BGS owing a viscosity equal to that of the water/alcohol 
mixture 
Jsolute: solute flux 
Lsolvent: membrane permeability to solvent  
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P: pressure 
x: coordinate along the membrane thickness axis 
σ: reflection coefficient of the solute by the membrane. 

C: solute concentration 

π: osmotic pressure due to the solute >"$R!" : the local permeability of the solute (dimension corresponding to that of a diffusion 
coefficient) 

Assuming that >"$R!" and σ are independent of the concentration and that ><E =	 6	��S��∆T 	 , 

integration of eq. 10 and eq. 11 was achieved with the following limiting conditions: C = Cm 

when x= 0 and C =Cp (concentration in permeate) when x =∆x (the membrane active layer 
thickness). Then the real rejection of the solute can be calculated by the following equation: 
 

�� !",<E = 	1 −	 (��U?V)	
	��	U?V			.TW	[	(	U?V	��)		
 Y�Z?V�]

= 	 (��:	)		\]^)	��:		\]^      (eq. 12) 

With:  

F = 	exp	[	−	(	1 −	σ8a)		 bcd]^	        (eq. 13) 

σSK: the reflection coefficient of the solute by the membrane obtained from the SK model P8a: global solute permeability in the membrane according to the SK model. The subscript SK 
refers to the Spiegler- Kedem model 
 

To give a physical meaning and interpret σSK and PSK, several models were previously proposed. 

The steric-hindrance pore (SHP) model providing a description for a porous membrane [33] was 

used in the present study. SHP model considers that during the transport, a neutral solute has 

certain steric hindrance and interactions with the pore wall. A solute with the same or larger size 

as the pore size would be completely rejected, whereas a solute smaller than the pore would be 

partially retained due to these effects. The reflection coefficient was then calculated by eq. 14 

allowing the determination of the membrane pore radius (knowing that of the solute). 

O<e6 = 1 − f1 + 16D%h9D�h jf1 −
D%D�j

h k2 − f1 − D%D�j
hm (eq. 14) 

With: 

σSHP: the reflection coefficient of the solute by the membrane obtained from the SHP model 
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rp: average membrane pore radius 
rs: neutral solute radius, here that of alcohol. 
In presence of concentration polarisation, the real rejection (�� !",<E�C 	) was calculated by 

combination of the equations of SK and film models. The fitting parameters (kSK-F, PSK-F, σSK-F, 

Table 1, in which the subscript SK-F refers to the combination of Spiegler&Kedem and film 
models) were adjusted to ensure that the calculated observed rejections (obtained by the film 
model equation in which the used real rejection was those obtained from the SK equation) fitted 
as close as possible to the experimental rejections. The final expression of �� !",<E�C 	 is given by 

eq. 12 in which �� !",<E	 and PSK were substituted by �� !",<E�C	 and PSK-F, respectively. 

 

II.2.  Analysis of flux decrease origins 

When measuring the membrane flux to pure water, the Darcy law is fulfilled and: 

JW,o/p.- = LW,o/p.-		TMP = TMPηo/p.-R(,o/p.- (eq. 15) 

With: 
Jp,water : permeate flux in water (m.s-1) 
Lp,water: the membrane permeance in water (m.s-1.Pa-1) 
TMP : transmembrane pressure (Pa) 
Rm,water : membrane hydraulic resistance in water (m-1) uv!L � : water viscosity (Pa.s) 

During filtration of water/alcohol mixtures also hereafter called background solvents (BGSs), 
with respect to both the viscosity variation and the alcohol rejection and in absence of 
irreversible fouling (general case in the following) eq. 15 evolved in: 

��,wx< = LW,yz8		(TMP −	∆π	) = (TMP −	∆π	)u�,wx<��,wx<  (eq. 16) 

With: 
Jp,BGS : permeate flux in the given BGS (water/alcohol mixture) (m.s-1) 
Lp,BGS: the membrane permeance in BGS (m.s-1.Pa-1) 
TMP : transmembrane pressure (Pa) 
Rm,BGS : membrane hydraulic resistance in the given BGS assuming possible variation due to 
swelling in presence of an organic solvent (m-1) u�,wx< : permeate viscosity when filtering the given BGS (Pa.s) calculated from experimental 

data given in Supplementary 1 taken from [24-26]. 

∆π: the difference in osmotic pressure due to the alcohol rejection (Pa)  
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The van’t Hoff equation commonly used to calculate the osmotic pressure is only reliable for 
solutions up to 1 mol.L-1. For higher concentrations, it can be defined with a better accuracy by 
considering the activity coefficients [34] or the virial expansion reduced to the 1st virial 
coefficient [35, 36]. This last possibility was selected in the present work: 

|}~(�/,)� = C� +	�h 	B�	C�h          (eq. 17) 

With: 

πi : osmotic pressure due to solute i (Pa) 
R(gas) : gas constant (8.314 J.K-1. mol-1) 
T: temperature (K) 
Ci: concentration of solute i (mol.m-3) 
½ B’: second virial coefficient (m3.mol-1) 

B’ represents the exclusion volume of the solute [35, 36-39]. As a first assumption, B’ can be 

chosen equal to the molar volume (Vm) calculated from the density (ρ, Table 2). 

At low concentration eq.17 evolved in the well-known limiting law called the van’t Hoff 

equation as the first term of the virial expansion (
�
h��	��h	)	becomes negligible.  

 

Table 2: Properties of pure solvents (Stokes radius in water (D%,<L$� %), viscosity η, density �, 

Hildebrand solubility parameter 4, molar volume Vm at 20°C. 

Compound 

D%,<L$� % 
(nm) 

[40] 

η 

(mPa.s) 

[24-26] 

� 

(g.cm-3) 

[24-26, 41] 

4 

(J.cm-3)1/2 

[17] 

Vm 

(10-5.m3.mol-1) 

[42] 

Water 0.17 1.005 1.000 47.8 1.80 

Methanol 0.26 0.585 0.792 29.6 4.05 

Ethanol 0.31 1.189 0.791 26.5 5.82 

Isopropanol 0.40 2.414 0.785 23.5 7.65 

 
 
However, Vm values correspond to pure alcohols and as solvation and hydrogen bonding, might 
evolved in water/alcohol, B’ could probably also evolved. The question is now: how to evaluate 
B’ in the solvent binary mixture? We assumed to calculate a third value hereafter noticed 
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limiting volume (Vm,BGS) corresponding to the volume of an equivalent molecule of the BGS by 
the mean of the following equation: 

��,wx< = �v!L ���,v!L � + �!"R$�$"��,!"R$�$" (eq. 18) 

With:  
Vm,water = B’ for pure water =1.80 10-5 m3.mol-1 

Vm,alcohol = B’ for pure alcohol = Vm in  m3.mol-1. 
xwater and xalcohol the molar fraction of water and alcohol in the BGS, respectively 
 
 

Fig. 1 depicts the Vm,BGS (and thus B’) variation with respect to the alcohol nature and content in 

water. Regardless of the alcohol, below 30 vol% Vm,BGS varies only a few and average values can 

be drawn for each alcohol (Table 3, Table 4).  

 

Fig. 1: Equivalent molar volumes of BGS calculated from density of pure solvents and from eq. 
18. 

 

Fig. 2 depicts the evolution of the osmotic pressure according to eq. 17 in the concentration 
ranges corresponding to the alcohol molar concentration ranges of the present study. 
Clearly, as it is well-known, the van’t Hoff equation can be considered as a nice approximation 
up to 1 mol.L-1. In the concentration range of the present study, the maximum deviation between 
van’t Hoff approximation and the virial expansion is obtained when using B’=Vm for each 
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alcohol and is 6% for methanol (MeOH), 15% for ethanol (EtOH) and 11% for isopropanol (i-
PrOH). 

In the following all calculations of the osmotic pressure difference will be made by using 3 
different values of B’ (van’t Hoff, Vm,BGS, Vm) for sake of comparison (Table 4). Of course, if 
any concentration polarization exists, it must be taken into account in the osmotic pressure on the 

retentate side and ∆πobs determined from the bulk concentration in the feed has to be replaced by 

∆πreal calculated from the concentration at the membrane wall in eq. 16 for the further 
determination of the membrane resistance. 

 

Fig. 2: Osmotic pressure at 20°C calculated according to van’t Hoff equation (■) and taking into 
account virial expansion reduced at its first terms (eq. 17) in the range of the present study with 
B’= Vm (▲) and B’= Vm,BGS

.(∆), (Table 3, Table 4).  
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Table 3 : Properties of water/alcohol mixtures (BGS) at 20°C: viscosity η BGS, diffusion 
coefficient of alcohol in the polarization layer taking into account slight polarisation Dalcohol, 
densityl,	�BGS (eq. 20), Hansen-Hildebrand solubility parameter (eq. 21), 4BGS and equivalent 
molar volume Vm,BGS of the solvent mixture (eq. 18). 

water/alcohol v/v 
[alcohol] 
(mol.L-1) 

ηBGS 

(mPa.s) 
 

Dalcohol 

(10-10.m2. s-1) 

�BGS 

(g.cm-3) 

4BGS 

(J.cm-3)1/2 

Vm,BGS 

(10-5 m3.mol-1) 

water/ 
methanol 

90/10 2.55 1.289 6.53 0.979 45.98 1.91 
77/23 5.71 1.593 5.28 0.952 43.64 2.06 

water/ 
ethanol 

90/10 1.72 1.289 5.37 0.979 45.73 1.93 
85/15 2.57 1.593 4.34 0.968 44.66 2.01 
80/20 3.43 1.811 3.82 0.958 43.59 2.09 
70/30 5.13 2.313 2.99 0.937 41.46 2.27 

water/ 
isopropanol 

94/6 0.75 1.289 4.21 0.988 46.47 1.89 
90/10 1.35 1.593 3.41 0.978 45.35 1.95 
79/21 2.78 2.313 2.35 0.954 42.67 2.14 

 

Table 4: selected B’ values (10-5 m3.mol-1) according to assumptions 

 methanol ethanol isopropanol 

B’ pure alcohol 

(Vm) 
4.05 5.82 7.65 

B’ average BGS 

(Vm,BGS) 

(alcohol range vol%) 

2.0 ± 0.2 

(10-23 vol%) 

2.1 ± 0.2 

(10-30 vol%) 

2.0 ± 0.2 

(6-21 vol%) 

 

 Experimental  III.

Nanofiltration experiments were achieved in classical conditions commonly encountered for 
aqueous applications. To be able to perform NF in safe conditions on a pilot initially designed 
for aqueous filtration, the ethanol amount was voluntary limited to 30 vol%. Concentration of 
MeOH and i-PrOH were selected to have similar viscosity when compared to some of the EtOH 
based BGSs. 
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III.1.  Membrane and NF pilot 
The flat membrane used was a NF 270 (polypiperazine amide, MWCO 150-180 g.mol-1 [22, 23], 
140 cm2 filtering area) from Dow FilmTec (USA). 
The cross-flow filtration pilot was an assembly of a Millipore Proscale pilot and a plate and 
frame filtration cell (SEPA CF II, Osmonics, USA). A spacer of 1.2 mm thickness (47 mil type 
provided by the manufacturer of the SEPA cell, Osmonics) was inserted in the liquid channel on 
the retentate/feed side to create local turbulences. In standard conditions, the recirculation feed 
flow rate was set at 325 ± 5 L.h-1 inducing an estimated cross-flow velocity in the free liquid 
channel of v= 0.50 ± 0.01 m.s-1. The temperature was set at 20 ± 1 °C and the transmembrane 
pressure (TMP) varied between 4 and 28 bar. 
In standard conditions (and except specific comments) the flat membrane was stocked overnight 
in the appropriate water/alcohol mixture before starting the filtration. Moreover, the permeate 
flux was systematically recorded with time at each pressure until a plateau value was reach (that 
was quite instantaneous or at least needed less than 5 min). Flux measurements were measured 
with an accuracy of 2% by sampling permeate during a given time and weighting. 
 

III.2.  Water/alcohol filtered solutions (BGSs) 

The properties of pure solvents are given in Table 2. NF was carried out in water, and 
water/alcohol binary mixtures prepared by mixing water previously demineralized and 1 µm 
filtered and the corresponding alcohol (Table 5).  
 

 

Table 5: Quality of alcohols 

Solvent Provider 
Molecular weight 

(g.mol-1) 
Purity (vol%) 

Methanol Sigma-Aldrich 32.04 99.6  
Ethanol VWR 46.07 96.0 

Isopropanol Sigma-Aldrich 60.01 99.5  
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The properties of the water/alcohol mixtures are given in Table 3. They have been calculated 
from data of Table 2 by considering an ideal mixing of the two solvents as it is classically done 
in literature. 
The diffusion coefficient of alcohol (D) was calculated by the mean of the Stokes equation at 
infinite dilution (that is of course a strong assumption, see also discussion): 

� = w�6�u	D%,<L$� % (eq. 19)  

With: w = 1.38 ⨯ 10�h� J.K-1 , Boltzmann constant  
T: temperature (K) u : viscosity of the solvent mixture (BGS) taken as the same as in the bulk. This assumption was 
justified a posteriori by the low intensity of the polarization phenomenon. D%,<L$� % : Stokes radius of alcohol measured in water that is of course another strong assumption 

(Table 2) 
 
The density 	�wx< of a solvent mixture was calculated by considering an ideal mixing of the two 
solvents as it is commonly shown in literature when dealing of binary mixtures: 

�wx< = (���%v!L ��v!L � + ���%!"R$�$"�!"R$�$")100  (eq. 20)  

With: �� and  ���%� : the density and volume percentage of solvent ‘i’, respectively 
Values of density of pure solvent were taken from the literature (Table 3). It is noticeable that 
the density calculated from eq. 20 for water/ethanol mixtures were very slightly overestimated 
when compared to the experimental density given in [43]; the maximum error was 2.5 % at 30 
vol% ethanol. Consequently the molar volume (Vm,BGS) was slightly underestimated by using eq. 
18 but without any significant impact on the average value over the studied ethanol range. 
Similarly, the density of water/methanol mixtures calculated from eq. 20 were quite close to the 
experimental data given in [44]; the maximum error was 1.6 % at 23 vol% methanol. Finally, the 
density of water/isopropanol mixtures calculated from eq. 20 were compared to the experimental 
data given in [45]; eq. 20 slightly underestimated the density, however the maximum error was 
1.6 % at 21 vol% isopropanol. So as for ethanol, there was no significant impact on the average 
value (Vm,BGS) over the studied methanol and isporopanol ranges, respectively. 
 
The Hansen-Hildebrand solubility parameters, δBGS, of the solvent mixtures were calculated by 
eq. 21 as proposed by Vandezande et al. [46] and also used by Soroko et al. [47]. The obtained 
values (Table 3) were similar to those calculated by Romero [48].  
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δyz8 = xo/p.-V(,o/p.-δo/p.- + x/0�+�+0V(,/0�+�+0δ/0�+�+0xo/p.-V(,o/p.- + x/0�+�+0V(,/0�+�+0  (eq. 21) 

With: 
xi and Vm,i the molar fraction and the molar volume of solvent ‘i’, respectively.  
 

Values of molar volume of pure solvent were calculated from the density and were similar to 
those taken from the literature (Table 2) [42, 49]. 

III.3.  Analyses and alcohol rejection calculations 

Alcohols were quantified by HPLC with an accuracy better than 5% using a column made of a 
sulfonated polystyrene ligand exchanger gel bearing Ca2+ counter-ions (SUGAR SC1011,  8.0 
mm x 300 mm i.d. x L, Shodex). The isocratic elution was achieved by ultra-pure water at 65°C 
at 1.3 mL.min-1. 20 µL sample volumes of 0.45 µm filtered retentate or permeate were injected 
(in this condition, there is no evaporation of alcohol during the analysis). Detection was achieved 
by a RI detector. These analyses allowed to determine the experimental alcohol rejection (Rexp) 
using eq. 5 and substituting Robs by Rexp , with an accuracy better than 10%  

 Results IV.

NF of all BGS was achieved in standard conditions. Nevertheless, results and discussion are 
mainly focused on water/alcohol mixtures of selected viscosities: η = 1.289 mPa.s, 1.593 mPa.s 
and 2.313 mPa.s that are common values for some selected BGSs based on different alcohols. 

IV.1.  Flux 

IV.1.1. Preliminary experiments 

Several filtrations were achieved in which the cross-flow velocity (as estimated in free channel) 
was varied from 0.16 m.s-1 to 0.57 m.s-1 including 0.50 m.s-1 further used as standard condition. 
For water/methanol 77/23, water/ethanol 70/30 and water/isopropanol 90/10 exhibiting quite 
high viscosity (Table 3), flux measurements (not detailed here) evidenced no impact of the 
presence or absence of the retentate spacer inserted in the liquid channel. These results suggested 
a low polarization over the studied velocity and viscosity ranges. 
Moreover, several consecutive cycles of NF were achieved either with pure water or with 
water/alcohol. When filtering water/alcohol the experimental flux systematically and decreased 
in less than 5 min when compared to that measured in pure water. After a very short water 
rinsing, the permeate flux to water was fully recovered.  
We have previously studied the impact of ethanol on a PES/PVP ultrafiltration membrane. When 
achieving cycle of consecutive water flux, water/ethanol 70/30 flux then once again water flux, it 
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was clearly evidenced that the UF membrane cannot recovered instantaneously its initial 
resistance in water after immersion in water/ethanol. The de-swelling was not instantaneous for 
such not cross-linked UF membrane and required several hours (not shown).  
Finally, these results suggested a low impact of alcohol on the NF 270 membrane swelling and 
the absence of any irreversible fouling. 
 

IV.1.2. Experiments in standard conditions 

Fig. 3a shows the permeate flux of the water/isopropanol mixtures as a function of the 
transmembrane pressure (TMP). Except the intercept at zero flux (different from zero only for 
isopropanol mixtures) this behaviour was similar for each alcohol (see details in Fig. S3-1 of 
Supplementary 3). However, the slope of Jp vs TMP depended of both the alcohol and its 
content in the water/alcohol mixture as depicted Fig. 3b. For a given alcohol, the permeate flux 
decreased as the alcohol content increased. However, for a given viscosity, fluxes depended on 
the filtered alcohol as shown Fig. 3© (see details in Fig. S3-1 of Supplementary 3). 

 

Fig. 3:Experimental flux (Jp) of water/alcohol mixtures during NF in standard conditions - (a) Jp 

water/isopropanol vs TMP – (b) slope of (Jp vs TMP) vs alcohol content– © slope of (Jp vs 

TMP) vs viscosity of the water/alcohol mixtures. 
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IV.2. Rejections 

Fig. 4 depicts that experimental rejection of methanol, ethanol and isopropanol increased with 
flux during NF of the different water/alcohol mixtures.  
In the studied flux range the rejection was very different from one alcohol to the other. Methanol 
rejection remained lower than 8%, that of ethanol lower than 18% and that of isopropanol lower 
than 50%. 
For the lower fluxes, Rexp increased roughly linearly with the permeate flux, but the concerned 
flux range as well as the slope strongly depended on the alcohol (Fig. 4d). Unambiguously the 
rejection order was in good agreement with the alcohol relative Vm: the smaller is the alcohol, 
the lower was its rejection. It is noticeable that regardless of the BGS viscosity, the alcohol 
rejection decreased with its Hansen-Hildebrand solubility parameter: the lower is δalcohol (Table 
2) the higher was its rejection.  
To tackle the impact of the affinity between the alcohol and the membrane on rejection, the 
difference between their Hansen-Hildebrand parameters was calculated, knowing that the higher 
is the affinity the closer are their respective Hansen-Hildebrand parameters. The Hansen-
Hildebrand solubility parameter of the membrane was determined by the Fedors method [50]. 
For this purpose, the unit block of the polypiperazine amide polymer was “cut" into its functional 
groups and structural fragments. Each group has a cohesion energy (�R$��) and a molar volume 

(���) which were found in a referent table [50, 51]. The solubility parameter δmb = 26.2 (J.cm-

3)1/2 was then calculated by addition of contribution of each fragment according to the following 
equation: 

4 = 
∑�S���∑� � �
� h⁄

.          (eq. 22) 

 
For a given alcohol, Rexp varied with Jp. However, the Hansen-Hildebrand parameters of a given 
alcohol (δalcohol) or its difference with that of the membrane (∆δ = δmb – δalcohol, commonly 

expressed in absolute value: ǀ∆δǀ) were constant meaning that no informative correlations can be 

found when plotting Rexp vs ǀ∆δǀ. On the contrary the slope of Rexp vs Jp was a constant for a 
given alcohol. Consequently, an attempt of correlation between the average slope of Rexp vs Jp 

and either δalcohol or ǀ∆δǀ	was tested (Fig. 5). Thus, a general trend was obtained but it did not 
really provide a comprehensive explanation of the role of solute-membrane affinity in the 
rejection: the slope was significantly different for a same solute-membrane affinity as depicted 
by the absolute value of ∆δ. 
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Fig. 4: Experimental Rejections (Rexp) of alcohols during NF of water/alcohol mixtures in 

standard conditions 

 

Fig. 5: Attempt of correlation between experimental rejections and Hansen-Hildebrand 
parameters of alcohol and membrane. 
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  Discussion V.

In this section the modelling of rejection and of mass transfer coefficients are discussed as well 
as the flux decrease origins. 

V.1. Rejection and transfer modelling 

V.1.1. Rejections 

Fig. 6 shows the results of the modelling with respect to the SD-F approach. At first sight, when 
only considering the fit quality, the modelling appeared quite nice, especially at lower fluxes for 
which lot of data were available. 

Similarly, Fig. 7 depicts the results of modelling with respect to the SK-F approach and once 
again at first sight they seemed to be fitted in a correct way. 

To appreciate the real quality of the modelling required to have a look on the fitted parameters 
(Table 6 & Table 7) and on their physical meaning (see the following paragraph). 

V.1.2. Mass transfert coefficients 

These values were obtained with the Solver of Excel based on the Generalized Reduced gradient 
(GRC) non-linear method. The derivatives were estimated through forward differencing (default 
method). The convergence was classically achieved by minimizing the sum of squared residuals. 
The errors on the 3 fitted parameters were estimated from the experimental errors on rejections, 
corresponding to that of analyse: ∆Rexp. Knowing that the accuracy on rejections was a little 

better than 10% , calculations were achieved with the maximum ∆Rexp /Rexp = 10% for sake of 
simplicity. The fitting of a set of experimental data was systematically achieved with Rexp, Rexp + 
∆Rexp and Rexp - ∆Rexp to appreciate the maximum and minimum limits of possible results. For 
instance, the maximum errors when coupling Spiegler&Kedem and Film equations were 
estimated to 12%, 11% and 12% for kSD-F, σSD-F and PSD-F, respectively, as an average value for 
all alcohols. In the case of water/ethanol and water/methanol the accuracy was a little bit better: 

the maximum errors were estimated to 9%, 11% and 5% for kSD-F, σSD-F and PSD-F, respectively. 

The kSD-F values (Table 6) of about 10-5 m.s-1 has an acceptable physical meaning, thus it could 

be drawn that it was also the case for δSD-F. However, the PSD-F represents the solute diffusion in 
the membrane where no convection occurred and its values were of 10-5 m.s-1 order. The kSD-F to 
PSD-F ratio was calculated to easily compare the relative intensity of transfer in the polarization 
layer and inside the membrane. It seems quite surprising that this ratio could be lower than 1, 
meaning that the transfer would be easier in the membrane. At first sight it can be drawn that 
PSD-F values order has no acceptable physical meaning. 
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The kSK-F values (Table 7) of about 10-5 m.s-1 has also an acceptable physical meaning. 
According to the SK model, PSK-F represents the solute transfer in the membrane where 
convection and diffusion could occur. The PSK-F values were of 10-5 m.s-1 order as for PSD-F just 
before. But the kSK-F to PSK-F ratio remained higher than 1, in good accordance with an easier 
transfer in the polarization layer than in the membrane. 

Such results suggested that the Solution Diffusion model must be rejected contrary to the 
Spiegler & Kedem one to describe transfer inside the membrane. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Modelling of alcohol rejection in water/alcohol mixtures according to the approach 
coupling solution diffusion and film equations (SD-F).  
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Fig. 7: Modelling of alcohol rejection in water/alcohol mixtures according to the approach 
coupling Spiegler & Kedem and film equations (SK-F). 

 

What about the transport in the polarization layer? The mass transfer coefficient in the 
polarisation layer deduced from the 2 calculations, kSD-F and kSD-F, exhibited the same trends 
with respect to the alcohol content: roughly, k decreased with alcohol increase. All values were 
of the same order, those obtained from SK-F were higher. Taking into account the previous 
remarks on the physical meaning of PSD-F and PSK-F, it can be assumed that kSK-F would better 
model the transport in the CP layer than kSD-F. At least the polarization layers were estimated at 
about 1-2 µm thickness, regardless of the alcohol.  

One can noticed that the thickness of the polarization layer (further called δS&M) can be also 
estimated from the Sherwood & Michel relation using the Chilton & Colburn analogy involving 
the Sherwood (Sh), Reynolds (Re) and Schmidt (Sc) dimensionless numbers [52-58]. Detailed 
calculations are given in Supplementary 4. The mass transfer coefficient in the polarisation 
layer (kS&M) decreased with alcohol increase in good accordance with trends described above. 
All the 3 values were of the same order, but generally kSD-F and kS&M were closer than kSK-F and 

kS&M (Fig. S4-1 in Supplementary 4). δS&M estimated values were in the 6-8 µm range. 
Accordingly, the different calculation methods gave values of the polarization layer thickness in 
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the same order of magnitude but those obtained from SK-F appeared lower than the others (Fig. 
S4-1 in Supplementary 4). 

However, the reader must keep in mind that the diffusion coefficients used for these calculations 
were those in diluted aqueous solutions and probably different from the real values in 
water/alcohol. For a better accuracy more realistic diffusion coefficients have to be measured. 
However, having these coefficients in different organic and hydro-organic mixtures remains a 
major scientific gap that will be difficult to fulfil and time-consuming explaining that it was out 
of the scope of the present study. 

Finally, the Cm values deduced from SK-F were determined from fitted Rreal,SK-F values (Fig. 8). 
The polarisation appeared thus really low, whatever the alcohol and will be neglected in the 
following (in good accordance with preliminary experiments). It can be noticed that similar 
conclusion can be drawn from SD-F (Fig. S5-1 in Supplementary 5) but predicting slightly 

higher δSD-F and Cm values (Table 6). 

 
 

Table 6: Value of mass transfer coefficients obtained by SD-F model 

water/alcohol v/v 
kSD-F  

(10-5.m.s-1) 

PSD-F 

(10-5.m.s-1) 

kSD-F /PSD-F 

δSD-F 

(µm) 

water/ 

methanol 

90/10 31 57 0.6 2 

77/23 10 62 0.2 5 

water/ 

ethanol 

90/10 19 15 1.2 3 

85/15 12 14 0.9 4 

80/20 8 13 0.6 5 

70/30 3 12 0.3 9 

water/ 

isopropanol 

94/6 8 3 3.0 5 

90/10 5 3 2.2 6 

79/21 2 2 0.7 7 
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Table 7: Value of mass transfer coefficients obtained by SK-F model 

water/alcohol v/v 
kSK-F 

(10-5 m.s-1) 

PSK-F 

(10-5 m.s-1) 

kSK-F /PSK-F σSK-F 
δSK-F 

(µm) 

water/ 

methanol 

90/10 46 26 2 0.46 1 

77/23 36 32 1 0.40 1 

water/ 

ethanol 

90/10 30 10 3 0.64 2 

85/15 23 7 3 0.48 2 

80/20 17 5 3 0.38 2 

70/30 16 1 12 0.13 2 

water/ 

isopropanol 

94/6 25 2 13 0.68 2 

90/10 22 1 19 0.51 2 

79/21 22 1 24 0.44 1 

 

 

Fig. 8: Cm/Cb polarisation coefficient during NF of water/alcohol mixtures as calculated 
according to combination of Spiegler & Kedem and film (SK-F). 
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V.1.3. Membrane pore size estimation 

With respect to the previous conclusion and the validation of the SK-F approach, the membrane 
pore sizes were determined for each water/alcohol mixtures by coupling SK-F and SHP models.  

The membrane pore radius was first estimated using the Stokes radii of alcohols deduced from 

diffusion experiments in water (given in Table 2) by fitting σSHP and σSK-F (see Table S6-2 in 
Supplementary 6 for details). It varied between 0.45 and 1.12 nm depending on the 
water/alcohol mixture. As a general trend, for a given alcohol, the pore radius increased with the 
alcohol content. In diluted BGS (90/10 water/ethanol and 90/10 water/methanol) the estimated 
apparent pore radius was about 0.45 nm. This value matched well with those determined in water 
by the mean of glucose NF in the same filtration conditions, for which we have obtained, rp,water 
= 0.37 nm (taking rglucose = 0.365 nm) in good accordance with current literature data for NF 270 
giving 0.37 nm or 0.43 nm depending on the selected size of glucose that is controversial in 
literature data [59, 60]. However, we are aware that the determined pore size values were only 
apparent values because they were not determined with a good accuracy: the solute radii might 
be different in water and in water/alcohol but data were not available. Their determination is 
necessary for a better understanding.  

However, to overcome this lack of data and reinforce the discussion about the impact of this 
critical parameter, several others assumptions were tested dealing with the alcohol radius values. 
They were inspired by the approach reported by van der Bruggen et al. [40] where 3 different 
size were considered for alcohols either based on Stokes radius (rs,Stokes, valid in diluted aqueous 
solutions), equivalent molar radius calculated from the molar volume (valid in pure alcohols and 
hereafter noted rs,Vm) and a third one based on theoretical calculations and further called 
theoretical molecular radius and noted rs,theoretical. The calculation mode of rs,theoretical based on an 
energetic optimisation procedure was reported in [40] as an iterative procedure using the 
computer program HyperChem based on [61] the molecular energy being minimised by 
adjusting the configuration of the molecule. These solute radii values are given in Table 8 (see 
also Table S6-1 in Supplementary S6-1). 

Then adjusting σSHP to σSK-F using the different assumption on the solute radii allowed to 
calculate a set of membrane pore radii for all BGS filtrations (Table 8, see also Fig. S6-1 in 
Supplementary 6). Finally, we decided to test a last approach: the adjustment between σSHP to 

σSK-F was made by using the excel solver ability to found the best fit by adjusting simultaneously 
the two radii, rs and rp. Knowing that rs is lower than rp in water and assuming that it would be 
the same in water/alcohol, then we have used the following constraint rs < rp to accelerate the 
convergence of the results and avoid results with non-physical meaning. The results were 
hereafter noted simultaneously adjusted rs or rp , respectively (Table 8, see also Fig. S6-2 in 
Supplementary 6). Depending on the alcohol the adjusted solute radius can be closer to one or 
the other assumption and we are not able to explain why. Regardless the assumption on the 
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solute radius, the membrane pore radius tended to increase with the alcohol content in good 
agreement with an expected swelling.  

 

Table 8: Solute and pore radii (in nm) according to different assumptions 

Alcohol 
vol% 

rs,Stokes rp, Stokes  rs,Vm rp, Vm rs,theoretical rp,theoretical 
simultaneously 

adjusted rs 
simultaneously 

adjusted rp 

MeOH 

10 0.26 0.46 0.26 0.46 0.21 0.37 0.28 0.50 

23 0.26 0.48 0.26 0.48 0.21 0.40 0.29 0.55 

EtOH 

10 0.31 0.46 0.29 0.43 0.26 0.38 0.32 0.47 

15 0.31 0.54 0.29 0.50 0.26 0.45 0.30 0.52 

20 0.31 0.61 0.29 0.57 0.26 0.51 0.29 0.56 

30 0.31 1.08 0.29 1.01 0.26 0.91 0.22 0.75 

i-PrOH 

6 0.40 0.57 0.31 0.44 0.29 0.41 0.30 0.43 

10 0.40 0.67 0.31 0.52 0.29 0.49 0.28 0.48 

21 0.40 0.73 0.31 0.56 0.29 0.53 0.29 0.52 

 

Fig. 9 depicts attempts of correlation between physico-chemical parameters of the water/alcohol 
mixtures (Table 3) and the pore radius according to the several assumptions (Table 8). 
Fig. 9a shows that the apparent pore size increased with the increase in the BGS/membrane 
affinity (lower difference between the Hansen Hildebrand parameters). 
Fig. 9b also suggests a strong impact of the BGS viscosity. Supporting this observation, Table 9 
depicts the average apparent pore radius calculated as the mean of all pore radius obtained for a 
given viscosity, regardless of other assumptions. The precision was better than 13% for all values 
except that obtained at the higher viscosity. 
 
More or less the membrane pore could be considered as roughly constant for viscosity lower than 
1.9 mPa.s: the average value was rp = 0.50 ± 0.07 nm highlighting a little impact of the 
membrane swelling (Table 9). 
 
For the highest viscosity (2.313 mPa.s) also corresponding to the highest alcohol contents, the 
balance between the viscosity and the affinity evolved and the membrane pore depended more 
strongly on the alcohol chemical nature in good agreement with Fig. 9a. 
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Table 9: Estimation of average apparent pore radius for a given viscosity regardless of the 
alcohol 

Viscosity of water/alcohol mixture 

(mPa.s) 

rp, average 

(nm) 

1.289 0.45 ± 0.06 

1.593 0.51 ± 0.07 

1.811 0.56 ± 0.04 

2.313 0.76 ± 0.22 

Average except 2.313 mPa.s 0.50 ± 0.07 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: Attempt of correlation between physico-chemical parameters of the water/alcohol 
mixtures (Table 3) and the apparent pore radius (see also Fig. S6-1 in supplementary 6). 

 

V.2. Flux decrease origin 

Besides the above pore size calculation, a second approach is now discussed based on the 
membrane hydraulic resistance experimental determination. The dissolution, deformation or 
swelling of organic NF membranes can significantly affect their performances [62, 63]. Indeed, 
the movement of polymer chains (closer or farer) could change the free volumes which affects 
the solvent transfer. Accordingly, the hydraulic resistance of the membrane would depend on the 
solvent-membrane affinity.  
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Alcohols have better affinity towards the polypiperazineamide membrane than water as it can be 
evidenced from the difference in their Hansen-Hildebrand parameters (Table 3, [64]). However, 
the main question at start remained the swelling limitation with respect to the (unknown) cross-
linking rate of the polymer but suggested by the pore radius increase (see above). To underline 
possible changes, the membrane hydraulic resistance in water was hereafter noticed Rm,water 
whereas that in water/alcohol was noticed Rm,BGS. 

The following discussion required to also appreciate the impact of the difference in osmotic 
pressure assuming a negligible impact of concentration polarisation that has been demonstrated 
above as well as the absence of irreversible fouling. 

V.2.1. Osmotic pressure difference and membrane resistance determination 

Following the overall approach exposed in the theoretical section, the difference in osmotic 

pressure (∆πobs = πbulk – πpermeate) were calculated from alcohol experimental rejections (Figure 
4) and following the different assumptions on B’ (eq. 17). Variation of the viscosity between the 
retentate and the permeate due to the alcohol rejection has been taken into account. 
For all NF expriments, the calculated permeate flux (eq. 16) was adjusted to the experimental 
one using Rm,BGS as adjusting parameter, allowing thus its determination. Of course following 
this approach assumed that Rm,BGS was constant with TMP for a given BGS. This assumption 
will be discussed in the following with respect to the obtained standard deviations. Table 10 
sums up the average values of Rm,BGS. 

o Ethanol 

Depending on the ethanol concentration, ∆πobs varied between 0 and 12 bar (see also Fig. S7-1 in 

Supplementary 7). Regardless of the assumption ∆π0 at zero flux was lower than 4 bar in good 
agreement with experimental data (see also Fig. S3-1b in Supplementary 3, intercept of the 
straight lines at zero flux). Adjusted Rm, BGS are shown Fig. 10a (see also Fig. S7-2 in 
Supplementary 7 to check the good quality of adjustment). On the whole ethanol range (0-30 
vol%) Rm,BGS was evidenced to only vary within a relative standard deviation of 7.5% (including 
pure water). The average resistance was Rm,BGS = (3.6 ± 0.3) x 1013 m-1.  

o Methanol 
Depending on the methanol concentration, ∆πobs varied between 0.5 and 6 bar (Fig. S8-1 in 

Supplementary 8). Regardless of the assumption ∆π0 was less than 4 bar in good agreement 
with experimental data (see also Fig. S3-1c in Supplementary 3). Adjusted Rm, BGS are shown 
Fig.10b (see also Fig. S9-2 in Supplementary 9 to check the good quality of adjustment). On 
the whole methanol range (0-23 vol%), Rm,BGS was evidenced to only vary within a relative 
standard deviation of 3% (including pure water). The average resistance was Rm,BGS = (3.24 ± 
0.0.01) x 1013 m-1. This is in a rather good agreement with conclusions drawn about the pore size 
(Table 8). 

o Isopropanol 
Depending on the isopropanol concentration, ∆πobs varied between 2.5 and 14 bar (see also Fig. 
S9-1 in Supplementary 9). Regardless of the assumption ∆π0 was less than 4 bar in good 
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agreement with experimental data of Fig. 3a. Adjusted Rm, BGS are shown Fig.10c (see also Fig. 
S9-2 in Supplementary 9 to check the good quality of adjustment). The average resistance was 
Rm,BGS = (4.3 ± 0.9) x 1013 m-1 corresponding to a relative standard deviation of 22% 
highlighting that it cannot be considered as a constant value over the whole range. On the whole 
isopropanol range (0-21 vol%), Rm,BGS was evidenced to regularly increase. 
 

Table 10: Rm,water and average Rm,BGS for the different water/alcohol mixtures 

 
Alcohol 
range (%) 

water water/MeOH water/EtOH water/i-PrOH 

0 0-23 0-30 10-30 0-21 6-10 

Viscosity 
range 
(mPa.s) 

1.000 1.000-1.593 1.000-2.313 1.289 – 2.313 1.000-2.313 1.000-1.593 

Rm,water or 
Rm,BGS 
(1013 m-1) 

3.19  
± 0.07 

3.24 
± 0.01 

3.6 
± 0.3 

3.7 
± 0.2 

4.3 
± 0.9 

4.2 
± 0.4 

RSD (%) 2.0 3.0 7.5 5.1 22 8.6 
 
Finally, regardless of the alcohol, the relative stability of Rm,BGS was in good agreement with 
conclusions drawn about the pore size stability at lower alcohol contents. However, for the 
higher alcohol amounts (EtOH, i-PrOH) the increase in Rm,BGS appeared at first sight in full 
contradiction with the increase of pore size (Table 8). This will be discussed in the following 
paragraph. 
 

V.2.2. Membrane swelling along different directions 

The previous calculations underlined that the membrane resistance could sometimes increase 
simultaneously with the pore size, thus an insight in the origin of the resistance possible variation 
must be discussed now. When considering a porous membrane, the following Hagen-Poiseuille 
equation highlights that a significant swelling might lead to an increase of the pore radius 
together with an increase of the membrane thickness (∆x). 

JW = TMP		 -c£
¤	¥	(∆¦§¨)		

	          (eq. 23) 

 

With: 
∆x: the membrane thickness 
Ak: the membrane porosity 
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Eq. 23 can be rewritten according to the following one allowing the determination of the ∆x/Ak 
ratio variation using the Rm,BGS and pore radii described above: 

R( = ¤
-c£ 		(∆T©¨)          (eq. 24) 

As more or less, all assumptions on the alcohol solute size and on B’ led to the same trends, for 
sake of simplification we only discussed the case for which both the solute radius and the pore 
radius were simultaneously adjusted (Table 8). Rm,BGS used in calculations were selected as 
those corresponding to B’= Vm because all flux adjustments were of good quality (see also Fig. 
S7-2, Fig. S8-2, Fig. S9-2 in Supplementary 7- 9). 

Fig. 11 depicts that the ∆x/Ak ratio increased with the alcohol content, so simultaneously with 
the pore size increase and the alcohol affinity for the membrane. This means that the swelling 
also impacted the membrane thickness. Finally, at low alcohol contents the slight increase of 
both the membrane thickness and the pore were compensated leading to an unexpected roughly 
stable membrane resistance. At high alcohol amount, the membrane thickness increase impact 
overcame that of the pore radius increase. 
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Fig. 10: Membrane resistance in water (Rm,water) and water/alcohol (Rm,BGS) calculated from 
∆πobs, according to assumption on B’ in virial expansion (see Table 4): ■: van’t Hoff, ▲: B’ = 
Vm, ∆: B’ = Vm,BGS 

 

Fig. 11: the ∆x/Ak ratio variation determined from eq. 24, using the Rm,BGS value for B’=Vm 
(Fig. 10) and membrane pore radius of Table 8 (simultaneously determined value) 
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 Conclusion VI.

The three alcohols selected for this study, methanol, ethanol and isopropanol, exhibit different 
physico-chemical characteristics among which are: size, hydrophobicity, Hansen-Hildebrand 
solubility parameters. NF with NF 270 polypiperazine amide membrane (Dow Filmtec) was 
achieved for several water/alcohol compositions allowing a significant variation of the viscosity 
up to about twice that of water with respect to alcohol contents.  

Regardless of the alcohols, that were shown to be partly retained by the membrane, the flux in 
water/alcohol significantly decreased when compared to that in water. Contrary to solution 
diffusion, by using the Spiegler & Kedem approach coupled with the Film Theory the 
experimental rejections of alcohol were modelled in a satisfying way and the transfer coefficients 
either in the bulk or in the membrane were determined. 

The pore radius was estimated by coupling Spiegler &Kedem and film equations together with 
the Steric Hindrance Pore model and applied to the alcohols considered as acting as (1) neutral 
solutes and (2) as modifier of the viscosity of the background solvent. Several assumptions were 
tested dealing with the alcohol radii in water/alcohol mixtures but more or less all assumptions 
led to the same conclusion: compared to water, the membrane pore size was not significantly 
changed at low alcohol content but increased at high ethanol (30 vol%) and isopropanol (21 
vol%) amounts. 

The flux behaviour was fairly good modelled by considering a constant hydraulic resistance of 
the membrane for a given water/alcohol mixture (Rm,BGS) and the combination of the viscosity 
increase and of the osmotic pressure difference calculated by using the first coefficient virial 
expansion as alcohol concentration was sometimes greater than 1 mol.L-1. Surprisingly, the 
membrane resistance was roughly constant at the lower alcohol amount and close to that in 
water. However, it increased at high amount of ethanol (30 vol%) and isopropanol (21 vol%) 
highlighting that in these last cases the pore size increase (leading to a decrease in resistance) 
was overcame by the increase in the membrane thickness (leading to an increase in resistance) 
both being the consequence of the membrane swelling in presence of the organic solute at 
sufficient concentration. 
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Lists of symbols 

BGS Background solvent (water/alcohol mixture) 

Cb Concentration in bulk retentate 

Ci Concentration solute i 

Cm Concentration at membrane wall 

CP Concentration polarisation 

Cp Concentration in permeate 

∆e Membrane thickness 

Di Diffusion coefficient of solute i 

Jp Permeate volume flux 

k Mass transfert coefficient in film model 

kB Boltzmann constant  

kSD-F Mass transfert coefficient in Solution-Diffusion & film model 

kSK-F Mass transfert coefficient in Spiegler-Kedem & film model 

Lp Membrane permeance 

MWCO Molecular Weigth Cut Off 

NA Avogadro number (NA =  6.022.1023 mol-1) 

NF Nanofiltration 

OSN Organic Solvent Nanofiltration 

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane 

PSD Solute permeability in solution-diffusion model 

PSD-F Solute permeability in solution-diffusion model coupled with film theory 

PSK Solute permeability in Spiegler & Kedem model 

PSK-F Solute permeability in Spiegler & Kedem model coupled with film theory 

R(gas) Gas constant (R=8.314 J.mol-1.K-1) 

R Rejection 

Rexp Experimental rejection 

Robs Observed rejection 

Rreal Real rejection 

Rm Membrane hydraulic resistance 

Rm,water Membrane hydraulic resistance in water 
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Rm,BGS Membrane hydraulic resistance in BGS 

rp Membrane pore radius 

rp,Stokes Membrane pore radius calcultated from rs, Stokes in water 

rp,theoretical Membrane pore radius calcultated from theoretical approach 

rp,Vm Membrane pore radius calcultated from Vm (pure alcohol) 

rs radius of solute 

rs,Stokes Stokes radius of solute (in water) 

rs,Vm radius of solute in BGS calculated from Vm,BGS 

rs,theoretical solute radius calcultated from theoretical approach 

SD Solution-Diffusion model 

SD-F Solution-Diffusion & Film model 

SHP Steric-Hindrance Pore model 

SK Spiegler-Kedem model 

SK-F Spiegler-Kedem & Film model 

TMP Transmembrane pressure 

v cross-flow velocity 

Vm Molar volume of alcohol in pure alcohol 

Vm,BGS Average molar volume of alcohol in BGS 

xi Molar fraction of solute i 

Greek symbols 

ª�  Membrane porosity 

456 Polarisation layer thickness 

4� Solubility parameter of solute i 

«� Dielectric constant 

��  Osmotic pressure 

πvirial Osmotic pressure calculated with the virial assumption 

O�  Reflexion coefficient of solute i 

σSK-F Reflexion coefficient of solute i calculated from SK-F combination 
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σSHP Reflexion coefficient of solute i calculated from SHP model 

¬� Osmotic pressure difference 

u Viscosity 
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Figures captions 

 

Fig. 1: Equivalent molar volumes of BGS calculated from density of pure solvents and from eq. 
18. 

Fig. 2: Osmotic pressure at 20 C calculated according to van't Hoff equation (■) and taking into 

account virial expansion reduced at its first terms (eq. 17) in the range of the present study with 

B'= Vm (▲) and B'= Vm,BGS.(∆), (Table 3, Table 4). 

Fig. 3:Experimental flux (Jp) of water/alcohol mixtures during NF in standard conditions - (a) Jp 

water/isopropanol vs TMP – (b) slope of (Jp vs TMP) vs alcohol content– © slope of (Jp vs 

TMP) vs viscosity of the water/alcohol mixtures. 

Fig. 4: Experimental Rejections (Rexp) of alcohols during NF of water/alcohol mixtures in 
standard conditions 

Fig. 5: Attempt of correlation between experimental rejections and Hansen-Hildebrand 
parameters of alcohol and membrane. 

Fig. 6: Modelling of alcohol rejection in water/alcohol mixtures according to the approach 

coupling solution diffusion and film equations (SD-F). 

Fig. 7: Modelling of alcohol rejection in water/alcohol mixtures according to the approach 
coupling Spiegler & Kedem and film equations (SK-F). 

Fig. 8: Cm/Cb polarisation coefficient during NF of water/alcohol mixtures as calculated 

according to combination of Spiegler & Kedem and film (SK-F). 

Fig. 9: Attempt of correlation between physico-chemical parameters of the water/alcohol 
mixtures (Table 3) and the apparent pore radius (see also Fig. S6-1 in supplementary 6). 

Fig. 10: Membrane resistance in water and water/alcohol (Rm,BGS) calculated from ∆πobs, 

according to assumption on B’ in virial expansion (see Table 4): ■: van’t Hoff, ▲: B’ = Vm, ∆: 

B’ = Vm,BGS 

Fig. 11: the ∆x/Ak ratio variation determined from eq. 24, using the Rm,BGS value for B’=Vm 
(Fig. 10) and membrane pore radius of Table 8 (simultaneously determined value) 
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Table captions 

 

Table 1:  Parameters required for calculations and deduced by the different models: Solution 
Diffusion + Film (SD-F), Spiegler & Kedem + Film (SK-F), Steric Hindrance pore (SHP)  
 

Table 2: Properties of pure solvents (Stokes radius in water (D%,<L$� %), viscosity η, density �, 

Hildebrand solubility parameter 4, molar volume Vm at 20°C. 
 
Table 3 : Properties of water/alcohol mixtures (BGS) at 20°C: viscosity η BGS, diffusion 
coefficient of alcohol in the polarization layer taking into account slight polarisation Dalcohol, 
densityl,	�BGS (eq. 20), Hansen-Hildebrand solubility parameter (eq. 21), 4BGS and equivalent 
molar volume Vm,BGS of the solvent mixture (eq. 18). 
 
Table 4: selected B’ values (10-5 m3.mol-1) according to assumptions 

 

Table 5: Quality of alcohols 

Table 6: Value of mass transfer coefficients obtained by SD-F model 
 
Table 7: Value of mass transfer coefficients obtained by SK-F model 

Table 8: Solute and pore radii (in nm) according to different assumptions 

Table 9: Estimation of average apparent pore radius for a given viscosity regardless of the 
alcohol 

Table 10: Rm and average Rm,BGS for the different water/alcohol mixtures 
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Highlights 
o NF270 exhibits a selectivity between water and alcohol increasing with alcohol size 
o Alcohols’ rejections cannot be modelled by coupling Solution Diffusion and film 

models 
o Alcohols’ rejections are nicely modelled by coupling Spiegler & Kedem and film 

equations 
o Viscosity & osmotic pressure have an impact on flux contrary to concentration 

polarisation 
o Pore size & membrane thickness increase can compensate leading to a constant 

resistance 
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